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EPICENTRIX MK2 

Home theatre on a grand scale: this centre channel speaker 
produces exceptional vocal intelligibility and is designed 
to truly match the pace of our high energy Neuphonix Mk2 
floorstanding speakers.

Multiple 130mm bass drivers deliver punchy, ground-shaking 
bass energy. A 130mm midrange driver and 26mm tweeter 
complete the picture, reproducing vocals and sound effects 
with meticulous precision and depth that will defy the 
dimensions of your room.

The fully mitred construction combined with extra bracing 
results in a very strong and resonant free enclosure. Other 
updates include a brushed aluminum terminal plate with 
gold plated brass binging posts and a stylish scalloped edge 
grille.

The Epicentrix Mk2, like the Neuphonix Mk2 has dual 
terminals for biwiring or bi-amping.

Bring dialogue and special effects to life. Put yourself at the 
epicentre of the action.

FEATURES

• Exceptional vocal intelligibility

• Ultimate power and precision

• Refined styling

• Brushed aluminium terminal plate

Epicentrix MK2

Frequency Range 35Hz - 40kHz (in room response)

Power Handling 50 - 300 Watts RMS recommended amplifier power

Sensitivity 90dB  (2.83V / 1m)

Impedance Nominal 6 Ohms (Minimum 4.3 Ohms)

Configuration 3-way

Low Frequency Driver 4 x nominal 130mm (5”) coated paper cones. 26mm (1”), voice coil wound on high powered aluminium former

Mid Range Driver 1 x nominal 130mm (5”) coated paper cone. 26mm (1”), voice coil. Copper shorting ring and oversized magnets

High Frequency Driver 26mm (1”) dual concentric diaphragm with wave-guide, centre plug for controlled directivity

Enclosure Type Dual bass reflex chamber, sealed midrange chamber

Vent Location Front

Dimensions 233mm high x 910mm wide x 355mm deep

Net Weight 24kg

CENTRE CHANNEL
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Epicentrix Mk2 Specifications Sheet-004

FINISHES

Black Ash Atlantic Jarrah Blackwood


